
 

The investment outlook for December 2018

 

Month in Review 

Greetings all,  

November was a volatile month.  

And considering the G20 news from Argentina over the 
weekend & the rally we saw on Monday, pretty much 
everything I write below is out of date. That being said, 
here it goes.  

 

For November: 

The ASX200 was down 2.21% (but was up 1.8% on 
Monday).  

The Dow was up 2.11%; 

The S&P500 was up 2.04%; 

The Shanghai Composite was down 0.006% (& was up 
2.6% on Monday).  

 

Everyone should sleep well at night knowing that we 
have a strategy in place.  

Strategy is the narrative that describes where we think 
things will end up in the medium term. 

Day-to-day, we sometimes see huge variances with 
what the market is saying & our strategy.  

The big news is that after three months of mucking 
around, in the space of a couple of days, most of the 
key elements of our strategy all aligned.  

When strategy lines up like this, it is the equivalent of 
your team winning the grand-final, you picking the 
winner of the Melbourne Cup & your favourite Chinese  

 

 

takeaway giving you some extra wontons for free.  

 

Expectations post the US mid-term elections in early 
November were for markets to have at least a relief 
rally.  

Historically, this usually happens, but as we know, there 
is no such thing as usual in this day & age.  

The themes that superseded that relief rally story were: 

• US interest rate expectations (the most important 
input of anything, globally, ever, as it was & ever 
shall be); 

• US/China trade relations; 

• The price of oil dropping savagely; 

• The Royal Commission (Australia only). 

Let’s briefly unpick each of those points.  

 

US interest rate expectations.  

For the last 3 months, we’ve been saying that 
expectations of continued US interest rate hikes into 
2019 were too aggressive.  

If you revisit last month’s commentary, I included a 
chart-set that showed that speculative positioning for 
continued US interest rate hikes were at all-time highs. 

I liken extreme positioning as everyone being on one 
side of the boat.  

At the end of November, everyone started running to 
the other side of the boat. 
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Why? 

Because the US Federal Reserve meeting minutes 
showed they are now looking to pause interest rate 
hikes in 2019. 

The blue-line in the table below shows just how much 
US interest rate expectations have been reduced.  

 

 

 

That was our view all along.  

It happened at the end of November.  

When US interest rate expectations subside, the US 
dollar weakens as we have seen over the past week.  

 

US/China trade relations.  

We’ve been saying that that this US/China trade war is 
a sham. 

We’ve also been saying that worst case, post the US 
mid-term elections the Trump rhetoric would subside & 
expect good news out of the G20 when Xi & Trump 
meet.  

I draw your attention to Exhibit A, their big dinner on 
the weekend.  

 

 

 

Their trade “war” is on hold until January 1st.  

China announces that US auto tariffs will be dropped 
(pity the US doesn’t send too many autos to China). 

Perception is reality. 

The perception of a trade war was a negative. 

The perception of a trade war ending or at least 
pausing is a positive.  

 

The price of oil dropping savagely.  

Why did this happen?  

Because the House of Saud killed a journalist. 

In return for the world turning a blind eye & the US 
reiterating its century long support for the regime, the 
Saudi’s manipulated the price down from $US75/b to a 
low of sub $US50/b last week.  

The price of oil dropping is usually a good thing for the 
global economy.  

Usually. 

But when things move fast, things break. 

Especially when the precipitous drop causes a liquidity 
squeeze in the debt that the US shale producers have 
issued.  

Contrary to popular opinion, the health of the US shale 
sector resembles the US sub-prime mortgage market 
pre-GFC. 

This is why we have recently become bullish on global 
energy prices & are comfortable with global energy 
exposure Worley.  

Supply is not so glut-ish as the media would have you 
think.  

As per the below chart, we are looking to increase our 
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exposure to global energy prices.  

 

 

 

The Royal Commission (Australia only). 

The public hearings are now complete.  

This now goes behind closed doors.  

The impact was immediate.  

Even though it was a rough month for the overall 
market, we saw the banks rally from their lows (see 
below table). 

Now they have some clear air until Feb/Mar, it’s hard 
not seeing the banks “melt-up”.  

 

 

 

In summary, all the 4 pain points:  

US interest rate expectations; 

US/China trade relations; 

The price of oil dropping savagely; 

The Royal Commission; 

All seemed to be addressed at the very end of 
November.  
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*pre fees   **pre franking credits ***Income benchmark is compounded monthly

Portfolio Strategies 

 Infinitas Income SMA 

 

Key points of note: 

During November we made a couple of changes.  

Firstly, we reweighted our exposures to the banks.  

We added Macquarie over a couple of tranches, taking 
that position to 4.91% of the portfolio by month end.   

There are further comments on Macquarie later, but it 
sits well within the Income portfolio considering it 
yields over 5% based on consensus earnings forecasts.  

More importantly, Macquarie is looking at generating 
yield growth of over 15% over the next 12 months.  

This gives Macquarie the highest yield growth of any of 
the major financials listed in Australia.  

 

Considering 21.46% of the Income portfolio is held 
directly in banks, we decided to partially fund this 
reweighting by liquidating Westpac, lest we own too 
many banks.  

 

We are comfortable with the duration risk of the hybrid 
exposures within the Income portfolio.   

As the below table shows, the maturity risk & 
weightings are quite evenly allocated.  

 

 

In a portfolio of hybrids, the last thing you want is to be 
too heavily weighted to any one exposure or any single 
expected maturity date.  

 

 

 

During the month, income was received from: 

Bank of QLD; 

Bank of QLD Capital notes; 

Challenger notes; 

NAB Income Securities.  
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 Infinitas High Conviction Allcap Australian 
Share SMA 

 

Key points of note: 

During another volatile month, the Allcap portfolio 
performed well.  

In addition, there was some fancy footwork involved 
navigating some specific corporate situations.  

 

Our smallish position in Healthscope paid off as it came 
under takeover (again).  

We expect to see more consolidation in the domestic 
healthcare sector over the coming 12-months & are 
positioned accordingly.  

 

Some of our fancy footwork involved Rio & BHP.   

During the Rio buy-back tender period, there was a 
liquidity squeeze.   

We took advantage of that & sold into the artificial 
strength.  

Rio then proceeded to drop approx. $10 (11.9%).  

We then rolled those funds in BHP as we project the 
same scenario will play out into their buy-back tender 
period which closes mid-December.  

That is, we expect to take advantage of an expected 
liquidity squeeze in BHP by selling the entire holding 
into strength mid-month.  

 

The secret to maximizing these strategies is not falling 
in love with any position.  

There is no better time to sell an asset than when there 
is a constructed, artificial shortage of the asset. 

The inverse is also true. 

There is no better time to buy an asset than when there 
is a constructed, artificial excess of said asset.  

 

An example of excess supply was our multi-staged 

purchase of Worley Parsons. 

At one stage during the month, Worley Parsons was 
down over 33% from its high. 

Part of this was due to the price of oil dropping 
substantially & even though Worley’s biggest earner is 
the design & development of conventional natural gas 
assets, it is correlated to the price of oil. 

The more important reason for the drop was huge 
capital raising that Worley undertook. 

By definition, when there is more capital is issued, 
there is excess supply than prior to the capital being 
issued.  

That artificial, shorter term, excess supply is mostly an 
ideal time to be a buyer of any asset. 

We funded the Worley acquisition from the sale of 
Origin Energy  

Origin was sold due to the Federal government shoving 
its oar further into one of Australia’s most 
dysfunctional domestic markets.  

 

Lastly, we re-entered Macquarie Group.  

Just like others have been made the pariah for the 
industry’s sins, Macquarie came through the Royal 
Commission literally unscathed.  

Outgoing CEO Nicholas Moore was even asked by 
Commissioner Hayne “how Macquarie got things so 
right”.  

As per the cover of the AFR Magazine, it truly was a 
case of Saint Nicholas.  
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We are positioned in Macquarie with a view that this 
headline will be quite apt for the season.  

 

During the month, income was received from: 

Bank of QLD &  

Freedom Foods.  

 

 

 

 

 

Market Outlook for December 

Considering how comprehensive my month in review 
piece was, there is not much to say about the month 
ahead.  

We would like to see a dignified rally into the Christmas 
period.  

The Infinitas Brains Trust will be working hard up until 
Christmas to ensure we take advantage of every 
opportunity.  

 

In case we do not speak before Christmas, have a 
happy, safe, relaxing Christmas.  
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Bernard Gresser 

Bernard has over 20 years’ experience 
in the financial services industry, 
primarily being focusing on portfolio 
development & management. 

Author 

 

About Us 

Infinitas Asset Management is a boutique financial 
adviser and investment manager. 

Our clients include private individuals, family offices, 
self-managed superannuation funds, foundations and 
not-for-profit groups. We welcome new advisory 
clients with $1m+ of superannuation or investment 
money to invest using our separately managed 
accounts (SMA) or clients with $5m+ in our 
individually managed accounts (IMA). 

At the core of our investment philosophy is a 
commitment to invest mindfully and with care.  We 
focus on the generation of income from secure 
investments and are conservative guardians of our 
clients’ hard-earned capital available on Macquarie 
Wrap, Smart Wrap & Emerald Wrap platforms. 

This report is written by Bernard Gresser. 
For additional information, please contact: 

+61 (02) 8252 3203 
office@infinitasmgt.com.au 
 

Disclosure & Disclaimer 

This document is prepared by Infinitas Asset Management Ltd (ABN 78 129 953 724 | AFSL 326087). The information is 
based on historical data and should not be interpreted as an indication or guarantee of future performance. The preparation 
of this document does not take into account your personal objectives, financial and taxation situation or needs. You should, 
before acting on this information, seek professional advice from a licensed and qualified advisor to evaluate your investment 
goals and personal circumstances. 

The directors and staff of Infinitas Asset Management Limited have interests in many of the stocks discussed, recommended 
and included in our model portfolios. Infinitas and a related entity, Veritas Securities Limited, may seek corporate advisory 
and securities underwriting relationships with companies discussed, recommended and included in our model portfolios. 


